Kinetic mechanism of nucleotide cofactor binding to Escherichia coli replicative helicase DnaB protein. stopped-flow kinetic studies using fluorescent, ribose-, and base-modified nucleotide analogues.
The kinetic mechanism of binding nucleotide cofactors to the Escherichia coli primary replicative helicase DnaB protein has been studied, using the fluorescence stopped-flow technique. The experiments have been performed with fluorescent ATP and ADP analogues bearing the modification on the ribose, MANT-AMP-PNP and MANT-ADP, and on the base, epsilonAMP-PNP and epsilonADP. Association of the DnaB helicase with nucleotide cofactors is characterized by four relaxation times that indicate that the binding occurs by a minimum of four-steps. The simplest mechanism which can describe the data is a four-step sequential process where the bimolecular binding step is followed by three isomerization steps. This mechanism is described by the following equation: [equation in text]. The binding mechanism is independent of the location of the nucleotide cofactor modification and is an intrinsic property of the DnaB helicase-nucleotide system. Quantitative amplitude analyses, using the matrix projection operator technique, allowed us to determine specific fluorescence changes accompanying the formation of all intermediates relative to the fluorescence of the free nucleotide. It shows that the major conformational change of the DnaB helicase-nucleotide complex occurs in the formation of the (H-N)(1). Moreover, the value of the bimolecular rate constant, k(1), is 3-4 orders of magnitude lower than the value expected for the diffusion-controlled reaction. These results indicate that the determined first step includes formation of the collision and an additional transition of the enzyme-nucleotide complex. The obtained results provide evidence of profoundly different conformational states of the ribose and base regions of the nucleotide-binding site in different intermediates. The sequential nature of the mechanism of the nucleotide binding to the DnaB helicase indicates the lack of the existence of a kinetically significant conformational equilibrium of the helicase protomer and the DnaB hexamer prior to the binding. The significance of these results for the functioning of the DnaB helicase is discussed.